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Canvas 

"Party Hub"

Be ready to rock the dance floor as Canvas brings in some of the best DJs

in town to spin your favorite track. A day-time art gallery comes to life as

evening progresses and is the hot spot for the energetic party crowd. The

spacious dance floor is well-facilitated with modern amenities like LED

lighting, fine acoustics that assure the ultimate nightclub experience. In

case you feel thirsty, there is a beverage menu to accompany you for the

evening here. All in all, this is a must-go-to place for the party animals in

town. Check their website to know about the upcoming DJs events or

stand up comic acts hosted here frequently.

 +65 6538 2928  canvasvenue.sg/  20 Upper Circular Road, Suite B1-01

The Riverwalk, Singapore
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Trace Club 

"Fun Hangout"

Head to Trace Club if you want to explore the nightlife of Singapore. This

popular club comes alive on weekends with some of the best DJs spin

magic. Rock the dance floor with your awesome dance moves to the tunes

of the DJ. The spacious dance floor is equipped with LED lighting and

modern acoustics and promises the ultimate club experience as you visit

here. After the exhaustive dance session, sip on to some refreshing spirits

from their on-site bar. All in all, you are sure to have a great time when

here.

 +65 6443 4500  rsvp@tracelounge.com  5 Magazine Road, Suite 01-03,

Singapore
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Club Kyo 

"Swanky Nightclub"

Swanky Club Kyo is located on Cecil Street and offers a splendid venue

along with a fantastic DJ line up and stellar libations. The decor is plush,

comprising of brilliant mood lighting and top-notch acoustics. Open

between Wednesdays through Saturdays, and home to some of the

hippest parties, Club Kyo makes for a great night out. If you are looking

for a memorable evening, bring along a group of friends and head to this

happening spot.

 +65 82998735  clubkyo.com/  info@clubkyo.com  133 Cecil Street, Suite B1-02,

Keck Seng Tower, Singapore
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